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first, by the apotheosis of Joshua and Zerubbabel.
Chap. vi. 9-15 is absolutely parallel to iii. 1-10.

The scene described in vi. 9-15 cannot be re-

garded as an historical fact. The circumstances

preclude such an interpretation._ Zechariah could

not, on the day when he had to place himself
among the persons en sdne, make crowns of gold
and silver for Joshua, and put them in the temple
which was not yet built. We have here purely a
symbolism analogous to many of the same kind in
prophetic literature. The Golah mentioned in

ver. 10 is not the captive people established in

Babylon; it is the people settled in the country
and returned from captivity; it is not tfie gold and
the silver brought from Babylon that the prophet
should receive, but simply gold and silver.

1Ve hope that the considerations here summarily
presented, which we have treated more in detail
elsewhere, will suffice to show why we find in

Zechariah unmistakable proof of the return of

the captives under Cyrus.

.

One word more. Someone has said, in speak-
ing of our opinion as to the date of tile foundation
of the temPle, that we escape the difficulty found
in Zech. iv. by supposing that the prophet speaks
of the past. That is not exact. Our interpreta-
tion of the visions of Zechariah has nothing to
do with our argument concerning the date of the
foundation of the temple. On the contrary, we
have stated that Zech. iv. 9, which is part of the

glorification of Zerubbabel closing the first series

of visions, is a passage in which the prophet
describes the actual situation in historical, not in

apocalyptical terms. The way the matter stands

is this. We have held, and we hold still, that

Zech. iv. contains no argument whatever against
the founding of the temple under Cyrus. It

rather confirms the narrative of Ezra iii.; the

distinction made by the prophet between the

founding and the later work being better under-
stood by supposing an interval between the two
terms.

Requests and Replies.
What did Kepler really hold as to the Magi’s star?

I find no less than three different theories ascribed
to him by writers of repute.-J. H. B.

WITH the help of Sir Robert Ball I have been able
to trace the reference (or one reference) in Kepler
to the Magi’s star, and can give the following
account :-It is in his treatise, De stella nova Ser-
pentarii, chaps. xxvi.-xxvii. (Kepler, Opera Omnia,
ed. Frisch, Frankfort, vol. ii. pp. 705-7 i 8). He is

giving the history of a new star which shone in
Serpentarius in the years 1604 and i6o5. It rose
when there was a conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter,
and the question is raised, Was this conjunction
(and the appearance of the star) fortuitous ? In

considering this question he states four opinions :
(i) of the astrologers ; (2) and (3) of the physicists
(mutually contradictory); and (4) of the theologians.
The theologians start from the principle that the
whole universe is under the guidance of Divine
Providence, and believe that miracles are some-
times wrought in sky and on earth, exceptions to
the course of nature, by the Divine goodness
calling men to repentance. God does not shrink
from making use of the popular conceptions of men

as the means of making His monitions plainer
to the multitude&horbar;~. the national customs of the
Egyptians made Pharaoh a believer in interpretation
of dreams, so God sent him appropriate dreams
to convey to him His monitions ; so in the case of
Nebuchadnezzar ; similarly Abraham (to whom the
first beginnings of astronomy are traceable) He
taught by stars how numerous his posterity would
be. ’The Chaldaean Magi practised astrology,
and were in the habit of conjecturing future wants
from the concursus siderum and the rise of comets,
them God, intending to lead them to the Lord

Christ, warned by kindling a star.’ Everything
goes to establish a close parallelism between that
star and the new one under consideration. At a
time when a noticeable conjunction of planets
attracts the attention of men to a particular quarter
of the heavens, the manifestation of the new star is
made, so that its significance canrot be ignored.

This seems to be all that is said directly about the
Magi’s star; but he goes on to pass in review all the
opinions already mentioned ; and the conclusion to
which he comes as regards the new star under con-
sideration would seem to be applicable also to the
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Magi’s star. It is, roughly, that however much

Nature had to do with it, the sum of the matter goes
back finally to God, who made ‘Nature’-natural
causes, which he fully admits and recognises, are
only the means which God uses for His purposes
(it is a much finer performance to work out His
ends in this way, rather than by the kind of

sudden miracle which the theologians seem to

suppose, namely, by consummate foresight and

toreknowledge and arrangement of details on the
most elaborate scale to work up to the ultimate
effect at the precise moment required). So the I

particular association of this new celestial portent Iwith the conjunction of the planets was arranged
by Almighty God Himself, with a definite purpose I

and design in connexion with the salvation of
men. The star is assuredly a letter traced out by
the finger of God in highest heaven.’ His view I
of the Magi’s star would thus appear to be that it
was a definite sign prearranged by God to occur at /the particular moment with the definite purpose of ’~

guiding the Magi to Christ : all the conditions I
have been foreseen and foreknown and planned to
produce the effect desired.

This, I am afraid, is the best answer I can offer

you. Alford has a note on the subject, I think,
and there is a paper by Pritchard in vol. xxv.

of the J11emoirs of the Royal Astrollomical Society,
but I have left them on one side and gone to

Kepler himself.
J. F. BETHUNE-h’AKER.

Pembroke College, Canrbrzdga. i

&horbar;&horbar;&horbar;~&horbar;&horbar;

Can any of your readers help me as to the meaning of
àvOpW7ríVTJ ~TE~‘s in i Pet. ii. i3 ? I can find no similar
use of the word KTto-n.&horbar;Edward J. Holloway.

I.

As most people nowadays will not look at any
criticism not made in Germany,’ I feel that I am
chargeable with temerity in venturing to quote an
old commentator of Scottish birth and breeding
-Dr. NIacIsnight. He paraphrases the words
thus : ‘ Be ye subject, therefore, to every human
creation [of magistrates],’ and comments on the

passage thus : ’So I supply and translate 7ráU&dquo;?l
cinBpcu;ria~ KTI~EI, because both Greeks and
Romans called the appointment of magistrates a
creation of them. In this passage the abstract ,

word creation is put for the concrete, the person
created; just as g07.Jern1ltellts and powers are put for
the persons exercising government and power.
The phrase, &dquo; human creation of magistrates,&dquo; was
formed by St. Peter with a view to condemn the
principles of the Zealots, who maintained that

obedience was due to no magistrates, but to those
who were appointed by God, as the Jewish kings
had been.’

R. M. SPENCE.

j 
.4faiise of.4rbittlinott.

II.

Bloomfield (Critical Digest) has the following
note :-

‘ IIa~ avBpw;~ iv,/ r;TiQEC, &dquo; to every institution or

ordinance of man &dquo;-i.e. every political institution.
A sort of Hebraism, Rosenm. observes from ~’:1

ordinare, Sir. xxxviii. i z, and so the Latin creare

magistratum. The åvOp. signifies that which is
constituted by men, by which is meant government,
or those by whom it is administered, as kings,
governors, and magistrates in general ; for in a

popular sense the rcTi~cs will apply to all. Now,
on this interpretation, the ancients and nearly all
the moderns are agreed.

’Yet Pott objects that this sense OfK7-L’G-tg is devoid
of authority. And he would take ~rao-?/ AVOP. rcr. to

mean &dquo;all men.&dquo; But this is liable to far more

serious objections. Compare similar admonitions
in Rom. xiii. I and Tit. iii. I.’

I may add that KTL’G-L3 seems to be used in a
similar sense in Ps. civ. 21. Ba~c.~Ei’s ...

KaTluT7/uei’ [’IWO-7’10] ... ap,l~Ol~Ta~raa~’l~SrsrcQ’E‘uS a~TO~.
NVhether the reading should be KT~O-EW3 (c. B) or

I no, does not alter the fact that the majority of

~ 1~ISS. have KTL’O-IEW4;, which, it seems to me, can

only mean realm, or dominion. In the same way
the LXX render the same Hebrew root ~1~ by
KTC~EGV in Provo viii. 2 z. K2’p60S EKTCO’E Fe apx~/v
oaw auror, which cannot mean the Lord created
me in the beginning of His ways,’ but ’ordained
me to be the beginning of His ways.’

Perhaps I may be permitted to add that one
fatal objection to Pott’s suggestion is this :-

If I understand him aright he makes 7râa-a

avBpw~rivr/ Krio-cs mean every human creature’;
KTLQGs, abstract for KTi~p.a, concrete. Of course
r;riws can be and is used for Kri~p,a, but dvBpc~~riv~
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KTt’o-f.5 cannot be equal to ut~Bpui~rwoa KTlapa. A /

person who knew as much Greek as St. Peter must

have known that dn8p~~r~n~~ r:T~~~s means ‘a crea-

tion by man,’ or (using the abstract for the con- I
crete) a thing created or constituted by man ; and I
he could not, therefore, write it when he meant

’a human creature,’ unless he were hopelessly /
illogical. ’

The quotation I have given from LXX justifies
the appreciation of KTG~GS to political institutions,
and therefore I conclude that A. V. is right in

making this an echo of St. Paul’s teaching in
Rom. xiii. and Tit. iii. (or vice vcrsâ).

, 
W. F. M~WICHA7;L.

Lee Vicarage, Ilfracombe.

Archaeological Commentary on Genesis.
BY THE REV. A. H. SAYCE, LL.D., PROFESSOR OF ASSYRIOLOGY, OXFORD.

XI. 1-9. The fact that the scene of the confusion

of tongues is laid at Babylon, in the plain of

Shinar, shows that we have once more to do with
a Babylonian tradition. Moreover, the narrative

knows that Babylonia is the land of brick and

bitumen, not of stone, and that it was famous for

its ~/~7/~z//’, or temple-towers ; while the statement
that the builders came from the East implies an
acquaintance with the Babylonian account of the
Deluge, which placed the descent from the ark in

the land of Nizir, eastward of Babylonia. No

cuneiform account, however, of the foundation of
Babylon has as yet been found, and the Baby-
lonian tradition must have been transplanted to

another country and there undergone modification,
since no one living in Babylonia could have been
ignorant of the true etymology of the name of

Babel. That was impressed upon both sight and
memory every time the name was written in

cuneiform characters. As the etymology in

Genesis is a purely Hebraic one, from a root not
found in Assyro - Babylonian, the country in

which the account took its present shape will

have been Canaan. It is noticeable that the city
(and not the tower only) is represented as left

unfinished ; it would seem, therefore, that the tradi-
tion goes back to a time when Babylon lay in a
desolate and deserted condition. This must have
been before the rise of the Khammurabi dynasty,
when it was made for the first time the capital of
a united kingdom.

i. Compare the statement in the annals of

Sargon of Akkad, that after his last campaign
against ‘ the land of the Amorites,’ he spent three
years in subduing all the countries by the sea of
‘ the setting sun,’ and united them all into one.’

2. This verse points to a Babylonian original.
Ararat was to the north of Shinar; it was Nizir

where the ship of the Chalda?an Noah rested,
that lay to the east of it. The word biq’cila
does not signify ’plain,’ but ’cleft,’ and is a

translation of a common Sumerian name of Baby-
lon, E, ‘ (the city) of the cleft,’ or ’water-channel.’
This cleft was where the Arakhtu, or canal, of

Babylon afterwards passed.
The verse is written from the point of view

of one who lived in a country where there was
stone.

4. This shows that the primary subject of the
Babylonian story must have been the foundation
of the city. In place of the Babylonian ~y//~/,
or ’temple-tower,’ which was used for religious
and astronomical purposes, we have the orrgdvl,
or fortress-tower, of Palestine and the Egyptian
frontier, which was built for a totally different object.

5. The anthropomorphic expression must be a
quotation from the Babylonian story. ’The sons

of men’ refers us to the ’daughters of men,’ in
vi. 2.

7. Another anthropomorphic expression of Baby-
lonian origin, the plural being used as in i. 26.

8. The first dynasty of Babylon was that to

which Khammurabi belonged. From this time

forward, till its destruction by Sennacherib, Babylon
was a great political and religious centre, so that
the period when it lay unfinished and ruined must
have been of earlier date.

9. Babel is the Sumerian Ka-dimirra, ’gate of
God,’ translated into Semitic Babylonian as Bab-
ili. The second element is sometimes explained
as a plural. The belief that the etymology of the
name was to be found in bâlal or balbel, tao con-
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